NAVIGATION GUIDE

VIRTUAL CONGRESS

WELCOME TO VIRTUAL CONGRESS 2021!
This guide will take you through the platform spaces and
features, so you can get the most out of your virtual experience.
QUICK GUIDE
For registration and setup instructions, see page 3.
For accessing sessions, see page 7.
To view the engagement features on the platform, see page 11.
To explain sponsors, see page 17.
For FAQs, see page 24.
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INTRODUCTION & LOBBY
This section will show you how to
set up your profile and calibrate
your screen for an optimal
virtual experience.
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INTRODUCTION & LOBBY
A

A

B

B
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A registration window will automatically appear the first time
you enter the Virtual Congress environment.
The last five questions will be used to match you with other attendees
with similar answers on the platform and content recommended for you.
Please update your details and then close the window.

INTRODUCTION & LOBBY
C

C
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From here, you will be taken to the Screen Calibration page to adjust
your screen. Follow the calibration steps to ensure optimal viewing
of the virtual environment, then click to enter the Lobby.

INTRODUCTION & LOBBY

D

Welcome to the Lobby. In the top right corner, you will find the settings
functions. Here you can edit your registration information at any time.
Under Profile Settings, you can choose what other attendees or
representatives can see about you, by adding or hiding fields on
your virtual profile card using the tick boxes.
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You can enter any of the rooms in Virtual Congress by clicking on
their icon in the Navigation Bar or clicking on one of the room
signs visible from the Lobby.
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Click to watch the Navigation Video and take a tour of
Virtual Congress.
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Click to access the Virtual Experience Guide during Virtual
Congress. This guide can be downloaded.

F
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Click on the Help Desk to speak with a CPA Australia or 6Connex
representative if you require any assistance navigating the virtual
environment, resolving a technology issue or to connect with a
CPA Australia local office.

Click the Main Auditorium screen
to access LIVE sessions.
Live recordings are also accessed via the Main Auditorium
session listing – Recordings are typically available within 4 to
48 hours depending on speaker approval requirements.
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ACCESSING SESSIONS
The Program Foyer is your gateway
to all the sessions at Congress.
There are three session stages
you can access from the foyer.
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ACCESSING SESSIONS
PROGRAM FOYER
A
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Visit the Main Auditorium to view the LIVE sessions
(and their recordings).
Visit the Divisional Showcase Ballroom to view the speakers
recorded LIVE from Congress Divisional face-to-face events, as
well as pre-recorded sessions of the speakers in Divisions which
were unable to go ahead face-to-face.
Visit the Rooftop Terrace to view the pre-recorded sessions.

ACCESSING SESSIONS
MAIN AUDITORIUM, DIVISIONAL SHOWCASE BALLROOM & ROOFTOP TERRANCE

B

You can watch and rate sessions and download
speaker content from each of the Virtual
Congress session stages. Each stage has
the following features:

C
A
A

B

C
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Click on the Watch Now/Anytime/Live to open and view the
program listing in this room. From here you’ll be able to view and
select presentations to watch.
Click on Download slides/Speaker content to open and view a
list of speaker presentations, information, and resources. You can
add these to your Briefcase to view at your convenience or download
to your computer.
Click Rate Sessions to find a list of all sessions in this room to
provide your feedback. A star rating system and comments are
available. Be sure to complete the Congress Survey before leaving.
Your feedback is most appreciated.

ACCESSING SESSIONS
THE PROGRAM
D

D
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All LIVE sessions will be indicated by the LIVE icon and will have a
Launch button available to open them.

E

If you see Scheduled instead of Launch, then the live session is
scheduled for a later time.

F

This icon allows you to add a calendar appointment to your personal
or work calendar.

G

Don’t forget to click on the Briefcase icon to save sessions to
your briefcase.

H

Click to view current session rating (Comments not visible).
NOTE: All times are displayed in the time zone set on your computer.

E
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ENGAGEMENT FEATURES
We’ve created even more ways you
can engage with other attendees
and content at Virtual Congress 2021.
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ENGAGEMENT FEATURES
C
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Search for content across
the virtual conference.
See sessions taking place
in the Main Auditorium.
Click Now Attending to search
for attendees across the full virtual
conference. Click This Location to
view attendees in this room only.
To start a chat with an attendee,
refer to page 13.
The Briefcase contains content
you’ve selected during your
experience, as well as pre-loaded
sponsor files. Add content such as
sessions, links, PDFs, and videos
by clicking on the briefcase icon
associated with the
preferred content.
NOTE: Only documents may be
downloaded to your computer.
Be sure to do so before the
environment closes on 3
December 2021. Sessions and
videos must be viewed in platform.

E
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F

Click on SMART Networking to view
a list of recommended attendees to
connect with. Further information on
page 14.

G

Click on SMART Content
to view recommended
content based on your
registration information
and selected content.
Click Meeting Schedule
to see a list of booth
representatives and
attendees, and schedule
a 15-minute meeting
with them at a time of
your choosing.
TIP: During pre-launch days,
set up meetings with sponsor
representatives to maximise
your time on the live days.

H
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Click on MyAgenda to open
your personalised conference
agenda. In here you can click
the Full Agenda to see the
full list of sessions available
during Virtual Congress, and
save them to your MyAgenda.
Check out the range of
engaging features and rooms
for you to explore.

HOW TO USE THE ENGAGEMENT FEATURES
CHAT
B

A

Click the number next to Now Attending to view who is currently
attending the conference or This Location to view attendees in the same
room.

B

Search for any attendee currently at the conference.

C

A green chat box indicates that an attendee is online.
Click to start a chat. A grey chat box indicates they are offline.

D

Your chat will open in this window.

E

Click on the video icon to start a video chat with an attendee.
Note this feature is only available for one-on-one chats.

F

Click Add people to start a group chat and add others to the discussion.
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F
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HOW TO USE THE ENGAGEMENT FEATURES
SMART NETWORKING
Using the information you have chosen to
provide in your registration form, the platform
will match you with other delegates with
similar answers.
A

NOTE: The receiver will see the sender’s email address, but the
sender will not see the receiver’s email address.

A

B

B

Green or yellow circles indicate an online user who is available to chat.
A red circle means ‘Do not disturb’. A grey circle indicates a user who
is currently offline. Click on an online user’s profile picture to start a
private chat with this delegate. You can also send them an email.

B

B

To connect with online matches, click on their circle. Select the chat
bubble to initiate a private chat session (unless set on red, which
means do not disturb).
The LinkedIn icon will appear for users who connected their LinkedIn
account during registration. Click on the icon to visit their profile.
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HOW TO USE THE ENGAGEMENT FEATURES
SCHEDULE MEETING
A

Click to view the full list of sponsor & booth representatives.
These are in alphabetical order.
NOTE: This feature will show the full list of sponsors, not just the
sponsors of a booth you may be in. Please scroll through the list
to find the desired representative.

A

B

C
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B

Click to view the list of active attendees.

C

Select the representative or attendee you would like to schedule
a meeting with. A calendar of available times will appear, you can
select any available spots for a 15-minute meeting. This will then
be added to your MyAgenda.

HOW TO USE THE ENGAGEMENT FEATURES
MY AGENDA

D

A

B

C
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A

Click Full Agenda to view the full list of upcoming sessions.

B

You can view sessions by each upcoming day. Click on a
session to add it to your personalised MyAgenda.

C

Click ‘Add to my agenda’.

D

Click MyAgenda to view your updated personalised agenda.

EXPLORING OTHER ROOMS
Now that we know how to engage
and connect with other attendees,
let’s explore the new rooms at
Virtual Congress 2021.
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EXPLORING OTHER ROOMS
CPA AUSTRALIA OFFICE
A

B

A
A
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B
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Click on different elements for more information
and resources on specific topics.
Click on CPA Australia Find Out More for an
additional list of resources.
Here you will also find a PDF contact email list of CPA
Australia representatives who will be able to provide
you with further details on key initiatives.

EXPLORING OTHER ROOMS
NETWORKING LOUNGE
Just like a real networking lounge, you can
use this space to make connections with other
accounting and finance professionals. The
Networking Lounge is a space for all attendees
and speakers to come together and chat.
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A

Join the General Discussion chat to discuss all topics with
other attendees.

B

Click to view and connect with other attendees currently in
the Networking Lounge.

C

D

E

Click on Leaderboard to view the Virtual Congress leaderboard.
Attendees can gain points by viewing and interacting throughout
the conference. Check out the full list of activities to collect points
to add to your total.
Click on Scavenger Hunt to find out how to play the scavenger hunt
and collect points for the Leaderboard.
Click on CPA Member Connect to take the conversation to the
CPA Member Connect platform for further connections and posts
with CPA Members.
NOTE: This is available to CPA Australia members only.
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F

Open Smart Networking.

G

Open Meeting Scheduling.

EXPLORING OTHER ROOMS
SOCIAL HUB
A

A
B

B

C

C

Click on the social wall to view social activity from other attendees.
Use the hashtags #CPACONGRESS #CPAAustralia on Twitter &
Instagram to push your posts to the social wall.
Get your photo taken at the Jedox virtual photo booth!
Take your own photo using the frames available to you or use
the QR code to take a photo from your phone. Find your photo
in the gallery to keep as a souvenir, or update your profile image
with this photo.
Get your cartoon portrait drawn by the virtual OFX Caricaturist.
Schedule a meeting at a time of your choosing for the artist to
draw you and share the final image with you. You’re encouraged
to book this in before the Congress commences to ensure you
don’t miss out!
NOTE: These images will go to the Social Wall - check out the
FAQ for more details.
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EXPLORING SPONSORS
SPONSOR GALLERY
A

A
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Click on the logos on the screens to visit
our valued sponsor booths.

EXPLORING SPONSORS
EXPLORING SPONSOR BOOTHS

F

B
A
C

E

D
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A

Click on Resources to view content from the sponsor.

B

Click on Videos to view videos from the sponsor.

C

Click on Book 1:1 meeting to schedule a 15-minute meeting
with a sponsor at time of your choosing.

D

Click to Chat with an online sponsor representative.

E

Click Leave your details to allow the sponsor to connect with
you post event.

F

Use the sponsor navigation bar to move between sponsor booths
or the home button to return to the Sponsor Hall.

EXPLORING SPONSORS
ASSOCIATE SPONSOR WALL
A

A
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Click on the logos on the screens to access
our valued associate sponsor resources.

FAQs
How do I customise my day?

Use the MyAgenda feature to add sessions from the
Full Agenda to your personalised MyAgenda, and
view a full list of the upcoming sessions you’ve selected.

What if I miss a session?
Most sessions will be recorded and will be available
to watch until 03 December 2021. Live sessions will
be recorded and available for viewing within 24 to 48
hours, noting some sessions may be removed as per
speaker agreements.

Do I have to follow the event agenda
exactly as outlined?
We’ve scheduled our LIVE sessions to give you the
best experience possible, so you’ll get the most out
of it if you follow the program as closely as you can.
Live sessions are all held in the Main Auditorium.
Most LIVE sessions will have a speaker Q&A session
afterwards, so tune into as many of the live sessions
as you can for the full experience. However, you can
watch these in your own time once the recordings
have been added.

Where can I access speaker notes and slides?
Speaker presentations, information and resources will
be available in their respective session rooms on the
panel labelled Download slides/Speaker resources.
You can view all available PDF presentations and save
them in your Briefcase to view at your convenience.
When you click on the item, you’ll see an icon that
looks like a briefcase. Click on the icon to add materials
to your Briefcase where you’ll be able to download,
view and share the items saved. Your Briefcase can
also be accessed from the Navigation Bar. Videos of
sessions will not be able to be downloaded off platform.

What’s the difference between MyAgenda
and Full Agenda?

The MyAgenda tab is a customised list of sessions you
can create from the Full Agenda. The Full Agenda will
have all available sessions for the conference.

Is closed captioning available?

All videos in the Main Auditorium, Divisional
Showcase Ballroom & Rooftop Terrace have
closed captioning available.
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FAQs
How do I get my photobooth photo or
caricaturist drawing removed from the
social wall?
If either image appears on the social wall and you
would like it removed, please connect with the CPA
Staff in the Help Desk chat at the Lobby. They will
assist you in having this removed.

Are there special equipment requirements?
You’re able to participate in the virtual conference
from a laptop, desktop (Mac or PC) or tablets
(Android or iOS). For the best conference
experience, we advise against using a mobile
device. We recommend you test your computer
or device in advance.
Visit https://virtualdestinations.6connex.com/event/
thewaytodovirtual/system-check to run
a test check of your device.

What if I experience internet issues?
We recommend using a strong, wired broadband
connection with a speed of at least 1.4Mbps. If your
connection is slower you’ll still be able to participate
but load times may be longer than normal. Some
helpful tips include:
• connecting to the internet using a network cable
rather than a wireless network
• disconnecting from a VPN or corporate network
(if possible)
• closing any unnecessary applications
• refraining from browsing the internet, streaming other
media and/or downloading large files during this time.

Who can I contact if I’m experiencing
technical difficulties during the event?

Visit https://event.webcasts.com/viewer/faq.
jsp?mType=v&closebtn=no&useHtml5Slide
=true&ishtml5player=true to verify if you are
able to view the live streaming content.

In the event environment, click the Help Desk in the
Lobby. You can then connect to the technology
support team at 6Connex. If you’re having issues
accessing the platform, please contact CPA Australia
on the details below:

Should I use a specific browser?

P: 1300 73 73 73 (within Australia)

We recommend using Chrome or Firefox as these
are the most stable and consistent browsers for
accessing the virtual environment.

https://www.cpaaustralia.com.au/contact-us
P: +61 3 9606 9677 (outside of Australia)
Telephone enquiries opening hours
Monday to Friday
8.30am – 7.00pm (AEST)
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THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS
PRINCIPAL SPONSOR

MAJOR SPONSORS
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